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Grounded in academic excellence, we lead with the greater purpose of serving humanity. Get to know our culture, our story, and what we're most proud of.
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Our academics shape critical thinkers and compassionate leaders who are prepared to tackle the world’s most difficult problems. 
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As a leading research university, Emory’s focus is the number of lives saved, partnerships forged, and discoveries driven—across the globe. 
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Emory is an academic health sciences powerhouse guided by evidence, committed to critical inquiry, and fueled by creativity. 
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WHY EMORY IS DOUBLING DOWN ON THE STUDY OF WHAT MAKES LIFE WORTH LIVING

Explore Emory's commitment to the liberal and creative arts 







Digging into climate research
[image: students and professors with shovels on a farm]Digging into climate research
Emory professors and students are getting their hands dirty with soil-science projects near campus and around the country, all with the goal of combatting global warming.



Read about their projects


[image: A photo of the Health Sciences Research Building II]Georgia's largest health sciences research building
Emory's new eight-story building will house more than 1,000 researchers in a cutting-edge space that encourages collaboration to solve the most complex human health problems. 



Learn about Emory's new research building
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Dr. Valerie Montgomery Rice to deliver Emory Commencement address
Infertility researcher and health equity advocate Dr. Valerie Montgomery Rice, president and CEO of the Morehouse School of Medicine, will deliver the keynote address at Emory University’s 179th Commencement, set for May 13.
Full story
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U.S. Secretary of Veterans Affairs touts importance of nursing at Emory roundtable
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Let's Shape the Future Together
Emory experts are coming to a city near you to discuss some of the biggest issues facing society. Join the Emory community for a live recording of 2O36: The Podium. Learn how we can create a brighter world for tomorrow.
Join the Conversation
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